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Not Recommended
0.7 hrs last two weeks / 0.9 hrs on record (0.6 hrs at review time)

Posted: 23 Jan @ 11:27pm 
Updated: 23 Jan @ 11:30pm

I played Wurm for 3 years, mining, woodcutting, digging and prospecting. I was in polish
alliance on Deliverance, this server died out and I moved to NFI, but came back to old server,
and then moved to Independence which is oldest server. Can't recommend this game, it is not
free to play - it is free trial, even if you prem, you have no right to own property if you don't
buy a deed, if you don't do that your house can be taken over by another user and your
animals stolen, GMs do nothing about it, NFI launch was chaos with all the lag, error issues,
stealing and griefing, like players deeding over someone who is building a highway or a house
and removing the road 10 people worked on, call a GM and they do nothing, game didn't work
correctly for over two weeks and we don't get any refunds, just sleep bonus month or two later.
Wurm staff is rude, abusive and incompetent, you report to higher gm they do not reply for
months. Devs do not listen to our suggeestions, they lie and twist and they ban people who
criticize them or say them to reform, never had issues with staff because i don't have ticikets
ever but I observed them on forums and in chats. When they nerfed imbues that let you get
stuff at better ql I started to think about quitting, spend 1 gold ($100) to get my tools imbued
and they are now useless. 
GM staff is rude and evil to players, they kill discussion they don't like, there is literally rule that
it is illegal to comment on what staff does! GM Enk comes and blow up people deeds "by
mistake", I witnessed them picking up on a new player I came to get horses from her and saw
the situation, she was trying to move the road messed it up, and instead helping her GM
berated her like a dog and said they will ban her if she not fixes it at once, I was like WTF there
is another road 20 tiles away, we later become friends, it turned out she has autism. I didnt
plan to coment cuz I don't go in the dramas but now my buddy told me she got permbanned
and shown me why and it pissed me off, WTF is wrong with you, picking on someone disabled
and new to the game, you get money from them you respect them. Retrograde is a giant jerk,
they do no pay developers and gms for their work too, this is mabe why they're so mean.  

Sorry for my english - not my native language Don't play that game you will get your nerves
broken by nerfs and abuse and spend lotsa money and they can ban without a reason, many
people write that and it is truth.
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